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It’s the  
Taigo 

The Taigo is dedicated to all drivers  
who, like you, follow their own  
path, wish to affirm their style,  
move forward instead of follow 
and make the ordinary even more 
extraordinary every day.  
 
Designed with the contemporary  
driver in mind, the Taigo has a  
petrol engine and 7-speed DSG 
transmission. The SUV is available  
with a 1.0 TSI 85kW engine across  
three models. Its Start-Stop with 
regenerative braking,  low-emission     

TSI engine, and Eco Function* 
steer Volkswagen’s journey 
towards eco-friendly cars. Taigo  
is the ultimate cross between 
style and practicality. Now 
available in Life, Style or R-Line 
models. Let’s go – in the Taigo! 

*Standard with the R-Line model 
Volkswagen’s expressive SUV.

Volkswagen’s expressive SUV.



As an SUV with a coupé-like shape, Taigo ticks all the boxes, and none, 

simultaneously. A side view of the Taigo is characterised by defining 

lines guiding the eye seamlessly from front to rear exterior. The stylish 

honeycomb grille connects the matrix LED headlights framing the 

front of the car and its expansive width. Light strips at both the front 

and rear exterior make it almost impossible to ignore its design- 

orientated appearance. The logo projection lighting epitomises the 

car’s modern expression giving it its Volkswagen personality.

The Taigo takes your day-to-day a step further with a panoramic 

sunroof* that invites your surroundings inside. With the choice of 

having the sunroof tilt up or slide open fully, you can personalise  

your natural lighting and air inflow. The car’s presence on the road  

is further strengthened by roof rails spanning the length of the roof 

offering sports enthusiasts the convenience they’re looking for.  

With a spacious boot of 440 litres and rear seats that can fold 60:40, 

the Taigo allows for maximum storage with the seats up or down.

*Optional with all models 

 

Outstanding character and 
dynamism– anyway you look at it.

Design with  
distinction 



An interior to  
move you forward 

Style meets functionality with the Taigo’s interior. 

Standard features include a soft-touch dashboard, 

leather multi-function steering wheel, digital cockpit, 

and ambient lighting. App-Connect and We Connect Go 

keep you connected when you’re on the move, so you 

always know where you are and where you’re going. 

Adding to its practical edge, are the Taigo’s Voice 

Control, Navigation System, Wireless phone charging, 

and keyless entry – all of which are optional on all 

models. The digital Infotainment system with a 6.5-inch 

radio display on the Life model and an 8-inch radio 

display on the Style and R-Line models, and Beats® 

sound system* round off your customisable driving 

experience.

*Optional with Style and R-Line models

Every drive is a revelation in the Taigo.



IQ.Drive  
and safety 

IQ.Drive’s intuitive technology* includes features like 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). ACC can maintain a set 

distance from the vehicle in front by automatically braking 

and starting up again when sitting in traffic, making it a 

driver’s best friend. Working in conjunction with Lane 

Assist, Travel Assist uses its predictive cruise control to 

keep you at a safe speed, and following distance no  

matter bends or roundabouts. 

*Optional with Style and R-Line models 

 

Safe driving is also enhanced by Autonomous Emergency 

Braking, Front Assist, Side Assist and Fatigue Detection. 

Park Assist is available for that final stage of the drive,  

by measuring whether a parking space is big enough and 

then steering you into it.

Taigo’s got your back while  
you venture forward.



Wheels
& Rims

17” Aberdeen Alloy 
(Standard on Style)

16” Everett Alloy
(Optional on Life)

17” Bangelore Alloy
(Optional on Life)

16” Belmopan Alloy
(Standard on Life)

17” Tokio Alloy 
(Optional on Style)

18” Funchal Alloy 
(Optional on Style)

17” Valencia Alloy
(Standard on R-Line)

18” Misano Alloy 
(Optional on R-Line)

18” Misano  Alloy 
(Available with Black 
Styling Package on R-Line)



Kings RedReef Blue

Pure White

Solid paint finishes

Reflex Silver Smokey Grey

Metallic paint finishes

Pearlescent paint finishes

Colours

Ascot Grey

Visual Green

Deep Black Pearl

*Solid and metallic paint finishes are also available  
  in combination with a black roof pack
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